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with the addresses of a EPROM memory. The contends of this

EPROM memory is the velocity function (for instance, a sine

function), which is read sequencially and converted to an

analog signal by means of a Digital to Analog Converter of

12 bits. The frequency of the velocity function may be adjusted

from 10 to 40 Hz and the waveform chosen between sinusoid and

triangle.

The equipment has also a CRT monitor and a 11 digit 7

segmets LED display which shows a chosen channel and its con-

tends, and the number of memory overflows.

This Data Acquisition System is operating for 2 years

with outstanding performance

Data Acquisition System Controlled by Microprocessor

Developed for the Photoelectric Photometer of the

Astronomical Observatory of UFRGS

Sérgio Zimmermann

Using modern digital techniques, a programmed controller

was designed and constructed to perform automatically the

cycles of measurements of photoelectric photometric to the

Astronomical Observatory. Fig. 1 shows the block diagram of

the system.

A host microprocessor controls all the devices. There are
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two devices that are programmed by the host microprocessor and

work alone. One of them is the counter-temporizator device that

can integrate a number of photons in a given time load in the

Integration Interval Register. The other is the Cassete Inter-

face that receives data from the host microprocessor, form

blocks of data and record them in the Cassete Recorder.

The data acquisition system can work in three different

modes of operation: automatic, seqüencial and recycled. In all

of them we can program the use of the diaphragm, the type and

sequence of the filters of light and the time of integration.

The information about the mode of operation and configuration

of the system is given through the teletype and switches on

the panel of the equipment. All the information about the

configuration of the system, beginning and end of measurements,

are given in the teletype.

The automatic and seqüencial modes are very similar.

In these modes of operation we count the number of photons

that arrive in the photomultipiier in a given time with

different filters and position of diaphragm. The difference

between them is that in the automatic mode we change the filters

in one sequence and after this, in the inverse sequence and,

in the seqüencial mode, we change the filters only in one

sequence.

In the recycle mode we realise successive measurements

with the same configuration (time of integration, filter and

position of the diaphragm).

Me use an architecture in the system that will allow us

to program other modes of operation.
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